Motivation: Genome analysis has become one of the most important tools for understanding the complex process of cancerogenesis. With increasing resolution of CGH arrays, the demand for computationally efficient algorithms arises, which are effective in the detection of aberrations even in very noisy data. Results: We developed a rather simple, non-parametric technique of high computational efficiency for CGH array analysis that adopts a median absolute deviation concept for breakpoint detection, comprising median smoothing for pre-processing. The resulting algorithm has the potential to outperform any single smoothing approach as well as several recently proposed segmentation techniques. We show its performance through the application of simulated and real datasets in comparison to three other methods for array CGH analysis. Implementation: Our approach is implemented in the R-language and environment for statistical computing (version 2.6.1 for Windows, R-project, 2007). The code is available at:
INTRODUCTION
The genetic instability is one of the key factors in the process of cancerogenesis/neoplastic transformation of the cell. Chromosomal aberrations including deletions, amplifications, inversions and translocations are the main mechanisms activating oncogenes or inactivating tumour suppressor genes, responsible for the control of the cell cycle, including proliferation and reparation processes. The range of genetic information affected by amplifications or deletions varies from one nucleotide [single nucleotide polymorphisms, (SNPs)], through smaller or wider chromosomal regions (copy number changes), to whole chromosomes or chromosome sets (aneuploidies). For different groups of tumours, specific chromosomal aberrations can be found. Revealing these changes is crucial for understanding the molecular mechanism of the disease and for finding specific therapeutic targets. The technique of array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) analysis/processing * To whom correspondence should be addressed. enables us to reveal such changes (Solinas-Toldo et al., 1997; Pinkel et al., 1998) , by comparing the DNA from a test and a reference sample (e.g. tumour and healthy tissue), along the whole genome in just one experiment. Each DNA is labelled by different fluorescent dye, and then hybridized to an array with spotted immobilized DNA sequences of interest. Signal fluorescent intensities of each spot from both samples are considered to be proportional to the amount of respective genomic sequence present. However, various sources of technical and biological variation affect the array CGH experiment. The former is the result of the preparation of the microarray slide as well as the process of hybridization itself, e.g. print-tip spatial effects, intensity-dependent effects, etc. Biological variability arises from heterogeneity of the cells in the inspected sample; a tumour sample, for instance, is almost always a mix of tumour cells and normal cells. Further, there is also heterogeneity between the tumour cells because different parts of the tumour reveal different stages of tumour progression. The data are biased due to these sources of variation. After appropriate normalization, a log ratio of base 2 (log 2 ratio) of the intensities in both channels is taken for each clone. If we assume that the reference sample comes from normal cells, and if we assume two alleles of a gene in a normal cell, a log 2 ratio equal to zero means no change, a log 2 ratio < −1 indicates deletion (log 2 1/2 = −1) and a log 2 ratio >0.58 points at an amplification of the gene in the test sample (log 2 3/2 = 0.58). The simplest way to explore the results is to plot the log 2 ratios of all clones to their respective position on the genome. An example of such a plot is displayed in Figure 3 . It shows two array CGH profiles of patients with chronic lyphocytic leukemia (CLL). Apparently, the log 2 ratio values of aberrated segments are biased towards zero. Because of the large number of genes inspected and the noise in the data, a simple visual inspection of this plot is insufficient for an objective analysis of aberrations. A heurism for the detection of deleted and amplified regions is to apply threshold values derived from theoretical assumptions about the data and their log 2 ratios (ranging from −1 to 0.58). But the noise makes it hard to identify aberrations when using this approach. Different strategies that reduce the impact of noise were proposed (e.g. Pinkel et al.,1998 , Pollack et al., 2002 , however, the main drawback of thresholding approaches persists; the simple placement of a threshold to detect changed genes can omit clones in altered regions of which the log 2 ratio is neither high nor small enough, due to too much variability. Moreover, some of these approaches require carrying out a normal-to-normal experiment. For objective analysis of array CGH data, more sophisticated methods are necessary. When searching for copy number changes, we can take advantage of the information about rank-order dependency of the genes with respect to their true position on the genome. Because aberrations usually affect wider chromosomal regions, it is reasonable to assume that neighbouring genes are more likely to reveal the same aberration. Various papers using different approaches have been published on this topic to date. The majority of methods are based solely on the assumption of rank-order dependence. A most recent trend in such studies is to additionally consider the real positions of the genes on the genome for the sake of more accurate results. Another question of interest is the statistical significance of detected aberrated regions and the classification of these regions into one of three states: deleted, amplified, and non-aberrated (will be referred to as normal) or even more precisely, the number of copy changes (deletion of one up to all copies; single or multiple amplification of a copy).
So-called segmentation methods try to divide the data into welldistinguished segments representing aberrated and normal regions. Different estimation techniques are applied for the localization of these segments on the genome and the identification of the optimal number of segments. Model-based segmentation methods fit a model to the data. They differ in the objective function and the optimization criterion they use. Jong et al. (2003) , Hupé et al. (2004) and Picard et al. (2005 Picard et al. ( , 2007 model the data as a Gaussian process and suggest various algorithms for model fitting. Olshen and Ventakraman (2004) propose a recursive segmentation technique, called circular binary segmentation. The computational demand of this algorithm has recently been reduced to linear time (Ventakraman and Olshen, 2007) . Segmentation methods need further analysis in order to classify estimated segments into biologically relevant states (i.e. amplified, deleted, normal). Methods such as GLADmerge (Hupé et al., 2004) and MergeLevels (Willenbrock and Fridlyand, 2005) can perform such posterior analysis by merging estimated segments according to their mean log 2 ratio values. We consider this to be an important post-processing step in the analysis of any array CGH data (we will discuss this in the light of our approach). Other types of methods do not perform segmentation but directly cluster the clones based on their genome order position. Such a clustering approach was proposed by Wang et al. (2005) . This method, known as CLAC (CLuster Along Chromosomes), consists of a modification of hierarchical clustering, with special distance metrics taking advantage of the information about rank order dependence of genes, providing also the false discovery rate.
Approaches based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), where hidden states represent copy numbers relative to the groups of clones, are a compromise between the above mentioned methods. HMMs have first been suggested by Fridlyand et al. (2004) . In that paper, they suggested an algorithm based on discrete states. Several other HMM-based procedures have been put forward so far (e.g. Marioni et al., 2006; Guha et al., 2006; Shah et al., 2006; Stjernqvist et al., 2007) . Most recently, Andersson et al. (2008) have suggested an approach called segmental maximum a posteriori approach (SMAP) that incorporates both real distance and overlap between clones in a similar fashion to that proposed in Stjernqvist et al. (2007) . However, SMAP is computationally much more efficient. The number of states remains to be defined by the user. The use of the six-state model corresponding to double copy loss, one copy loss, normal, one copy gain, double copy gain and multiple copy gain is recomended.
Some other authors believe smoothing techniques to be sufficient for the search for changed regions (Eilers and de Menezes, 2005; Hsu et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2007; Li and Zhu, 2007) . In our opinion, the first suitable approach was the quantile smoother proposed in Eilers and de Menezes (2005) . This type of smoother dates back to Whittaker (1923) and was used by Schimek (1988) as graphical technique for the first time. The main difference to other smoothers is a non-standard definition of its objective function (e.g. applying the sum of absolute values instead of the sum of squares). Thus features in the curve, for instance sudden jumps or flat plateaus can be emphazised to appear more distinct, which is an advantage when processing array CGH data. In quantile smoothing the function
is minimized, where y i are the raw values, z i are the fitted values, ρ τ (u) is the so-called check-function such that ρ τ (u) = τ u when u > 0 and ρ τ (u) = (τ −1)u when u ≤ 0, and τ a quantile of interest. The λ is a tuning parameter that controls the bias-variance trade-off (increased λ values produce smoother fits). Apart from τ = 0.5 (i.e. the median), Eilers and de Menezes (2005) considered also τ = 0.15 and τ = 0.85 for the detection of wide chromosomal changes. The idea is to obtain bounds that allow the identification of small local changes that are expected to lie outside of the bounded area. Both types of alterations are detected if they exceed prespecified threshold values as suggested by Nakao et al. (2004) . Huang et al. (2007) proposed another robust quantile smoothing procedure with a double heavy-tailed random effect model. Li and Zhu (2007) introduced a fused quantile regression approach, incorporating the information about real position of the clones on the genome. Even when smoothing is capable of enhancing the signal, especially in rather noisy data, we can never expect more than a de-noised dataset. Hence, it is not surprising that according to the comparative study of Lai et al. (2005) , smoothing techniques have proven to provide better detection results for highly noisy data and quite small aberrated regions than segmentation methods. Smoothing methods are designed rather for graphical inspection of the data than for automated identification of aberrated regions. Eilers and de Menezes (2005) suggest letting the user specify a cut-off to detect segmented regions following quantile smoothing, however, this includes the risk of an unintentional non-inclusion of some altered clones as already discussed in this article. On the other hand, according to Lai et al. (2005) , segmentation methods appear to perform consistently well, and, what is also important, are more straightforward to interpret. Lai et al. (2005) suggest that the optimal combination of a smoothing step and a segmentation step might improve the overall performance. We are convinced that for a suitable method it is necessary to automatically detect aberrated regions, even when the data are very noisy. This belief motivates our research. With the improved resolution of recently developed genomic microarrays, the computer time demand of an algorithm is another increasingly important property.
In this article we introduce a new, computationally highly efficient and at the same time rather simple non-parametric method for breakpoint detection in array CGH data called median smoothing MSMAD (MS) median absolute deviation (MAD) method (MSMAD). It applies median smoothing for pre-processing. Special attention is paid to the appropriate choice of the tuning parameter λ. MSMAD takes advantage of segmentation ideas with the potential of outperforming any single smoothing approach as well as several other segmentation techniques recently proposed. Our method is built in a way that it can integrate other smoothers than median as well (e.g. Li and Zhu, 2007) as long as they are suitable to produce rather flat plateaus and sudden jumps. Finally, we take advantage of merging as proposed by Willenbrock and Fridlyand (2005) to reduce the number of false discoveries. Our MSMAD method is outlined in detail in Section 2.
While in the process of completing this research, another smoothing method based on fused lasso (in the following referred to as FLasso; Tibshirani and Wang, 2008) was brought to our attention. It is a generalization of lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) taking here the natural ordering of the log 2 ratios into account. An additional fused constraint encourages the flatness of the coefficient profiles β j that represent respective copy number changes as function of gene j. For this purpose, two parameters are introduced, one for the control of the overall amount of copy number changes, the other for the control of the frequency of alterations in the target region (two appropriate estimation methods are suggested). Finally, the smoothed data are subject to thresholding to obtain the final region assessments for a prespecified false discovery rate (FDR) level in the manner described above.
According to Lai, the two best-performing segmentation methods are DNAcopy (Olshen and Ventrakraman, 2004) and CGHseg (Picard et al., 2005) . The study of Willenbrock and Fridlyand (2005) compared three approaches, namely HMM, GLAD and DNAcopy, revealing once more the superior performance of DNAcopy. Based on the above, and other comparative findings published so far, we decided to compare our MSMAD procedure to DNAcopy as the primary competitor.
There are also some recent papers that focus on adjustment for real distances and on overlapping clones. Because of that, we decided to compare MSMAD also with SMAP. Moreover, comparisons were performed for FLasso with respect to smoothing as a means of preprocessing. In summary, we compared our procedure with three other techniques, each of them representing a different class of methods: segmentation methods (DNAcopy), HMM-based methods (SMAP) and smoothing-based methods (FLasso).
In Section 3, we study the performance of our algorithm under different parameter settings, using simulated as well as real datasets considering both merged and non-merged results, with respect to the three above mentioned methods. Finally, we demonstrate that MSMAD is highly competitive and efficient, almost independent of the degree of noise in the data.
MSMAD
Our method is based on the assumption of rank-order dependence of copy number changes and the jump character of these changes in the sequence of log 2 ratios. We have reason to believe that initial smoothing of array CGH data can further improve the identification of genomic aberrations. Quantile smoothing (Eilers and de Menezes, 2005) is the initial step in our analysis. Here, we fix the quantile to τ = 0.5 (i.e. we apply median smoothing; τ > 0.5 is likely to smooth out deleted regions, and τ < 0.5 to smooth out amplified regions). Another reason for that choice, quantiles other than the median tend to produce overly large aberrated (amplified/deleted) regions, especially when the region size is small. Finally we prefer the median, because it treats both deletions and amplifications in the same manner.
The median smoother flattens the jumps between those regions characterized by low fluctuation, thus allowing for improved breakpoint identification. The choice of the smoothing parameter λ is discussed in the Section 2.2.
Let us consider next the breakpoint detection step, which consists of a sequence of operations. The main idea is to monitor local changes in the variability of the distribution of log 2 ratios. For each clone, we estimate the variability of the log 2 ratios in some neighbourhood (referred to as window) of fixed width (e.g. 10 clones, referred to as winsize). We obtain for each clone its respective window variability by sliding the window along the complete dataset. This is motivated by our observation that high variability is typical for such window positions, which cover one or more breakpoints.
On the other hand, window positions not covering any breakpoint tend to have relatively low variability. The variability of the distribution of the log 2 ratios can be estimated via In the case, an aberrated region is of small size (only where a few genes are altered), there is the risk that MAD does not detect it because the aberration resembles an outlier. MAD is more successful in detecting wider regions but at the cost of producing more false positives. This is why we suggest the use of a modified version of MAD, replacing the median by the mean,
whereȲ denotes mean of Y . This adaptation increases our ability to identify altered regions of small size while staying robust against noise. In the following, we use the term variability for the measure estimated by the modified version of MAD as described in (1). If we plot all estimated variabilities against the relative positions of clones on the genome (referred to as variogram), we can observe peaks denoting regions that contain breakpoints (Figure 1 ). To assign significance to each such peak, we derive a critical level. All peaks which exceed this level are considered to be significant and that part of the peak above the horizontal line constitutes the significant peak area. We expect this area to contain a real breakpoint and thus all positions of clones in the significant peak area are considered potential breakpoints (see Figure 1 for illustration). The sequence of potential breakpoints belonging to the significant peak area forms the vector of potential breakpoints, from which we have to select the real breakpoint. The critical level is derived as (1−α)-quantile of the empirical distribution of variabilities. The estimation of the real breakpoints from the vectors of potential breakpoints is a rather complex process. 
Breakpoint estimation
The critical level serves as a threshold for detection of significant peak areas resulting in a number of vectors of potential breakpoints.
From each such vector, we have to estimate the position of the real breakpoint. The dimension of the vector of potential breakpoints depends on the window size (winsize) and the width of the altered region to be identified. During the breakpoint detection process two situations can occur:
(a) the winsize is smaller than or equal to the width of the altered region to be detected (b) the winsize is larger than the width of the altered region to be detected
In case (a) we expect to observe two peaks representing the beginning and the end of the region ( Figure 1C) . Here the task is straightforward, we assume that at the position of a real breakpoint the variability reaches its maximum, thus the clone from the vector of potential breakpoints with respect to maximal variability is chosen, and the breakpoint is detected. In case (b) the window size is larger than the width of the altered region to be detected. As the window slides across this region, it always covers at least one of the breakpoints and the variability in the window remains relatively high for all the positions in the region. In this case, the sliding window approach returns only one peak. The respective significant peak area (and so the vector of potential breakpoints) is thus larger than in the first case, because it contains two breakpoint areas ( Figure 1C ). This is especially true when the modified MAD statistic is used as an estimate of variability. In contrast to its modification, the MAD stays almost the same until the breakpoint reaches the centre of the window, affecting so the median value. This property of MAD can be successfully applied in case (b) where we need to detect precisely both the begin breakpoint and the end breakpoint of the altered region (in other words, to distinguish the altered part from the non-altered part of the significant peak area).
To differentiate between the two situations characterized above, our strategy is the following: assuming that the size of the significant peak area in case (b) is larger than that in case (a), we apply some cut-off to its size. (We have to distinguish between cases (a) and (b) to know, whether we should search in the significant peak area for either two breakpoints or for just one.) A cut-off value of winsize-2 was chosen according to the evidence obtained from our simulation experiments. Because of local trends in the data, larger values were insufficient to cope with all features of interest. Thus, all the significant peak areas smaller than this value represent case (a) (i.e. only one breakpoint, either at the beginning or at the end is covered), and all the significant peak areas larger than or equal wisize-2 belong to case (b) (i.e. the whole region is covered including the beginning and the end breakpoint). If the significant peak area exceeds this cut-off value, we estimate the variability for all respective clones in this area by MAD with winsize = 4 and find the beginning and the end of the segment according to maximas of abrupt peaks produced by MAD. (Note that in our algorithm, the breakpoint is always detected as the first clone of a segment.)
The methodology as outlined above leads to the following algorithm:
(1) Specify parameters λ, α and winsize.
(2) Smooth the data via the median smoother for some chosen λ. (i) Repeat the log 2 ratio of the first clone (winsize/2)-times and attach it to the left of the dataset; repeat the log 2 ratio of the last clone (winsize/2-1)-times and attach it to the right of the dataset.
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(ii) Slide the window of given winsize horizontally along the data and compute the variability for each clone i, until the last clone is reached. 
Parameter specification
Tuning (smoothing) parameter λ: The median smoother can improve our ability to detect breakpoints, given a proper choice of the smoothing parameter. With increasing values of λ, more abrupt changes between altered and non-altered regions are observed, however, too large values of λ end to smooth out altered regions of small size. To achieve the best performance, it seems natural to combine results from two breakpoint detection steps, one based on the nonsmoothed data (to be able to detect all the small changes) and the other based on the smoothed data applying a relatively large λ (for the precise detection of large changed regions). This doublestep breakpoint detection approach taken here has the advantage of an increased sensitivity across all settings of (simulated) data, in detecting aberrations compared with a simple one-step procedure.
Winsize: Window size should be large enough to detect changes in variability, however, too large windows would reduce the variability in the breakpoint area, thus producing smaller peaks. To achieve sufficient accuracy in the detection of breakpoints, our algorithm applies even winsizes. This, together with the step (3)(i) of the algorithm (as described above), guarantees that the maximal variability (and thus the detected breakpoint) will always occur at the beginning of the segment.
Critical level: As already mentioned, the critical level is derived as the (1 − α)-quantile of the empirical distribution of variabilities.
Parameters for the MergeLevels procedure
In the work of Willenbrock and Fridlyand (2005) , the Ansari-Bradley and Wilcoxon rank sum test significance thresholds were selected based on independent simulated data (P > 0.0001 for the Wilcoxon rank sum test and P > 0.05 for the Ansari-Bradley test). In the following text we will use terms ans.sign for significance level of Ansari-Bradley test and wilcox for significance level of Wilcoxon rank sum test. We observed, that one needs to be careful in the choice of these thresholds, and should try different settings as sometimes the default ones are too strict.
PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our method on both simulated and real datasets, and compare the MSMAD results to those obtained from the selected three methods: DNAcopy, SMAP and FLasso.
Concerning the DNAcopy algorithm and the MergeLevels procedure, we used the default parameter settings suggested by their authors. For SMAP, the user has to fix not only the number of states, but also the expected mean and standard deviation of the log 2 ratio respective to each state. Because the default setting for these mean log 2 ratio values is designed rather for data with a large signal to noise ratio (SNR), we have analysed various different settings according to the expected level of noise in the data. The final results of FLasso are not independent of the chosen FDR level. This type I error control mechanism itself is dependent on the amount of noise in the data, so we had to inspect a range of values. Moreover, we used the raw smoothed data obtained from FLasso to study the effect of different types of smoothing on the results of our algorithm. Because the name MSMAD refers to the median smoothing, we will use the name FLaMAD to distinguish between the cases when FLasso smoothing was applied instead of median smoothing. For FLaMAD, the default settings for the breakpoint detection step are used: winsize = 6 and α = 0.05. Because we have observed that the fused lasso smoothing also tends to smooth out the small regions in the data, applying the double-step breakpoint detection step in FLaMAD was suitable. To study our method under different parameter settings, we simulated 500 datasets as described below.
Finally, we applied all methods on two real datasets. The first dataset represents samples of patients with chronic B-cell lymphocytic leukemia (Olomouc CLL dataset) typical for data with a low percentage of tumour cells in the sample. The second dataset consists of high-density microarray observations from non-small lung cancer cell lines with overlapping clones.
Special emphasis is given to the merging step and the necessary parameter specifications.
Simulated data
To study performance for various sizes of aberrated segments under different noise conditions, we simulated 100 datasets as a mix of three Gaussian distributions under each of the following settings: size of aberrated regions varying in [3, 5, 10, 20, 40] , normal region size varying in [50, 100, 200 , 500] and different SNRs, similar to the comparative study of Lai et al. (2005) . The mean values of log 2 ratios for altered regions of SNR = 6 and 3 were chosen by random from the mean log 2 ratio values of altered regions of four human cell strains with known karyotypes (GM05296, GM03134, GM03576, GM03563), which have been hybridized with an array CGH of 2276 BACs (Snijders et al., 2001) . To achieve different SNRs, the overall SDs were varied. To simulate the data with SNR = 1, both the absolute value of the mean log 2 ratio of the altered regions and the SD were set to 0.2. We compared the raw segmentation results via the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) with a threshold varying in the interval [0, 1]. Sensitivity was defined as the number of altered clones for which the absolute log 2 ratio was higher than the actual threshold level, divided by the overall number of altered clones. Similarly, specificity was defined as the number of nonaltered clones for which the absolute log 2 ratio was below the actual threshold level, divided by the overall number of non-altered clones.
Effect of λ: In Figure 1 of the Supplementary Material, the ROC curves for the raw results of MSMAD with single breakpoint detection for various values of λ, winsize = 6, and α = 0.05, in comparison to DNAcopy (black line) are displayed. Obviously the effect of λ depends on the level of noise in the data and the region size. No smoothing (λ = 0; red line) is suitable only for such datasets with altered regions of small size and low-noise level. When the size of the altered region is increased to 5, MSMAD without smoothing is loosing its power in contrast to smoothing with λ taken from the interval (0, 3]. In general, larger λ-values are too strict and smooth out smaller regions. Values <2 do not sufficiently smooth the data, which results in too many false positive segments. The doublestep approach that we introduced, combining results of breakpoint detection on non-smoothed data and on smoothed data, is a natural solution this problem. Figure 2 displays the ROC curves of the MSMAD (parameters specified as before) but now for the double-step breakpoint detection approach, again in comparison to DNAcopy (black line) and FLaMAD (black dashed line). FDRcontrolled FLasso and SMAP are not included because their results are equivalent to the final merged results of MSMAD, DNAcopy and FLaMAD. (These results will be considered when discussing the effect of the merging step later in this section).
We can clearly see that the double-step approach improves the performance of MSMAD for smaller segments, especially in data with high SNR (6).
In the case of SNR = 3, more smoothing (λ ≥ 2) is required for regions of larger size; λ > 2.5 produces less false positives compared to λ taken from the interval [2, 2.5]. This tendency becomes especially evident in very noisy data (SNR = 1).
For a high level of noise (SNR = 1) in the data and a size of the region 3-20, MSMAD outperforms DNAcopy for all values of λ (except for λ = 0). For the region of size 40, MSMAD produces competitive results for λ > 2. For less noisy data (SNR = 3), the choice of λ has an influence on the detection power for small regions, otherwise its effect is minor. The results of DNAcopy are either outperformed by or comparable to results obtained from MSMAD, regardless of choice of λ. For SNR = 6, the effect of λ becomes minimal. The results of FLaMAD for larger regions [10, 20, 40] are similar to those of MSMAD with λ = 4 for all SNR, except for SNR = 1 and region size 40, where FLaMAD outperfoms both MSMAD and DNAcopy in terms of FPR. However, as we will show later in this text, this is the direct consequence of applying the double-step-breakpoint approach on the fused lasso smoothed data. We can conclude that smoothing is very important, especially when the data are quite noisy. The smaller the λ-value, the more segments (and so false positives) are detected. But large λ-values (λ > 2.5) should be applied carefully, especially when there is no strong signal in the data. In summary, a λ-value in the range of 2 to 2.5 gives the best overall results.
Median smoothing and fused lasso behave in a similar fashion on raw data except for small region sizes in data with increased noise. However, the difference between the two approaches will be discussed in more detail at the end of this section together with the effect of merging.
Effect of winsize and α: The influence of choice of window size winsize and the value of α are more straightforward to interpret. Concerning winsize, the larger the window width, the less smaller size segments are detected. This is due to the fact that wider windows are less sensitive to changes in the variability. Larger α-values imply higher critical levels, hence fewer segments are detected.
We have conducted comparisons of several winsizes in the simulated data. For the window size 6 the overall best results were achieved for all sizes of regions and levels of noise (see in the detection of aberrated regions is required-at the risk of unintentionally increasing the number of false positives-α needs to be higher. If we wish to indentify copy number changes in a dataset with little noise, or if we are interested in aberrations in a wide region, we are best served with an decreased α. The latter strategy has the advantage of reducing the number of false positive findings.
Results on simulated data suggest that winsize = 6 and α = 0.05 are optimal in most instances. This specification in combination with λ = 2 is the default setting in the MSMAD algorithm. However, in Section 3.3, we will show that smaller α-values should be selected for data from high-density arrays.
Effect of merging: The final step of merging is important mainly for segmentation procedures in order to reduce the false positives and to assess the detected segments into biologically relevant states (deleted, normal and amplified). The merged results of MSMAD, FLaMAD and DNAcopy are compareable with the results of SMAP and FLasso. As already mentioned, for the majority of methods different parameter settings had to be examined in order to tune the algorithm to cope with high-noise data. Table 1 summarizes the results of all these methods on simulated data. For each method, results are shown for both default (if available) and optimal tuned parameters. FLasso has no default settings for FDR control. We considered FDR = 0.1, the highest FDR value acceptable for users analyzing non-noisy data. Moreover, the raw results of DNAcopy, FLasso and MSMAD are included for comparative purposes.
By optimal the tuning of parameters (for each method, SNR and region size), we simply mean those values going along with the best result in terms of true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR).
The MergeLevels procedure successfully reduces the number of false positives of MSMAD, FLasso and DNAcopy, by merging segments into states with common mean log 2 ratios. For the data with the highest SNR and regions of sizes 20 and 40, all methods perform very well. However, for DNAcopy, the merging step with default settings (ans.sign = 0.05 and wilcox = 1e − 04) reduces the TPR for non-merged result from 1 to 0.84. This trend is even more apparent for regions of size 10, also affecting the FLaMAD result for which the TPR is reduced from 1 to 0.82. We have studied the MergeLevels procedure varying the significance levels for both the Ansari-Bradley and the Wilcoxon tests for all three methods. An interesting finding is that merging does depend on the significance level for the Ansari-Bradley test rather than on that for the Wilcoxon test. By definition, a decrease of the significance level for the Ansari-Bradley test should result in a higher level of merging, hence producing a smaller number of states. In general, this is true, however, we have observed a different behaviour of the algorithm with respect to size of regions and type of method. For MSMAD and FLaMAD, best tuning of the MergeLevels was achieved (higher TPRs and reasonable FPRs) either under default settings or when the significance level of the Ansari-Bradley test was increased to 0.1 or 0.2, independent of the SNR and the region segments.
When considering DNAcopy, this is only true for large sized regions (20, 40) independent of the SNR. For smaller regions a decreased level of significance for the Ansari-Bradley test produced an unexpectedly smaller number of states and vice versa.
For MSMAD, the differences between default merging parameters and best tuned parameters were not larger than 0.1 for all SNR and sizes of segments, in contrast to DNAcopy. This method was especially sensitive to the unexpected behaviour of the merging algorithm as described above. Table 2 of the Supplementary Material provides detailed results for different settings of the MergeLevels algorithm for all three methods. The results for the individual tuning parameters of SMAP and FLasso were included as well.
In general, for the data with highest level of the noise, methods based on smoothing (MSMAD, FLaMAD and FLasso) give the best results (the best performers are MSMAD and FLaMAD). For FLasso, optimal tuning is achieved for FDR in [0.2, 0.3], which results in elevated FPRs for the data with SNR = 3. DNAcopy performs well mainly on data with a high SNR and larger segments. The FPR of this method is constantly very low. The results of SMAP are similar to those obtained by DNAcopy, however, SMAP performs worse for highly noisy data. The advantage of SMAP is that its results do not depend on the above mentioned merging step and the necessary parameter specification as is true for DNAcopy. But on the other hand, users of SMAP have to define the expected mean log 2 ratios of all states together with the overall SD.
Results of MSMAD with merging have relatively higher FPRs in comparison with other methods, due to the increased sensitivity of the method. The FPR value decreases with increasing SNR in the data and on average does not exceed the value of 0.24. Because the technique of array CGH has the same character as screening method results that are usually verified by more precise techniques of molecular biology, we consider higher sensitivity to be more important than higher specificity, even at the cost of an increased FPR.
Olomouc CLL dataset
B-cell CLL is the second most common type of leukemia. It is a heterogeneous B-cell malignant disease, characterized by imbalances between cell proliferation and apoptosis, leading to progressive cumulation of CD19 + /CD5 + B-lymphocytes in peripheral blood, secondary lymphoid organs and bone marrow. Most common chromosomal aberrations observed in malignant Bcells are deletions at 6q, 11q, 13q, 17p and trisomy of chromosome 12 (Novak et al., 2002) . Some other aberrations have been reported so far, but their clinical importance has not yet been exactly defined. The CLL dataset (Jarosova and Urbankova, unpublished data) consists of 12 array CGH profiles from six patients with CLL. The aim of the experiment was to study the influence of the sample type on the level of noise in the data, and the ability of the array CGH technology to reveal aberrations even in samples characterized by a low percentage of tumour cells. From each of the six patients, two different samples were collected: (i) a peripheral blood sample (PBCMC)-in one case a lymph node samplerepresenting specimen with low percentage of aberrant tumour cells, and (ii) a sample of CD19 + cells obtained by magnetic sorting from peripheral blood. The samples were hybridized on array CGH chips constructed using 3500 BAC/PAC clones (Welcome Trust Sanger Institute, Cambridge, UK), spaced at ∼1 Mb density over the human genome. As an example, we show the results due to MSMAD and DNAcopy obtained from the array CGH profiles of two patients. To achieve maximal objectivity, we used the same setting for the analysis of all samples (i.e the default setting with winsize = 6, λ = 2 and α = 0.05). We can demonstrate that our method is sensitive enough to reveal aberrations even in relatively high-noisy specimens (PMBCM samples, lymph node sample). We also show how the merging step can help to improve the MSMAD and DNAcopy results.
The first example is a lymph node sample of a patient that showed +2p, +5p, −17p, −18p, and +21q aberrations, which were previously found by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Figure 3 (left panels) displays the findings on chromosomes 17, 18 and 19 of this patient. Given are the results for all methods discussed in this paper calculated for selected chromosomes belonging to two samples. For each method two different parameter settings were studied. For MSMAD and DNAcopy, the black line represents the median segment values of the raw result (default settings of parameters) and the red line the median segment values of the merged result (default settings of MergeLevels). We use the FLaMAD result graph to discuss the effect of initial smoothing on our breakpoint detection algorithm. The black line here represents the raw fused lasso smoothed data. Because of only minor differences between the FLaMAD (our approach applied on the fused lasso smoothed data) results and the FLaMAD merged results, we present here solely the latter (red line). While the black line in the FLasso result is the same as in FLaMAD (data smoothed by fused lasso), here the red line represents the final result for FDR = 0.1 (left panel). We have selected this value because it is reasonable for the identification of aberrations in data of increased noise. However, for the second example in the right panel, this value was insufficient (no changes found) and some regions could only be detected after increasing the FDR to 0.3. The SMAP results are displayed for the default and HMM2 (initial log 2 ratio means for 6 states-init.means = [−0.2, −0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5], SD = 0.1) parameter settings. Now the black line represents the median values of states found applying the default setting, and the red line shows the median values of states identified under the HMM2 setting.
All methods were able to find all the major changes, and in addition the high-level amplification of several genes at 17p11.2, which is a gene rich region associated with various structural aberrations (Babicka et al., 2006; Fink et al., 2006) . For SMAP, non-default parameter settings (HMM2) were necessary to reveal all the aberrations. However, MSMAD was able to identify two more amplified regions at 17q25.1 and 19p13.2 which remained unidentified by all other methods, may be except of FLaMAD. In addition, we can see in Figure 3 that fused lasso fails to smooth the data on chromosome 19. This leads to a significance of all these values in the following FDR step with the consequence that no information is reasonably extracted. This problem can be overcome when FLaMAD is applied instead of FLasso. In that way, the noise can be substantially reduced and we are able to capture at least part of the amplified region on chromosome 19. The same applies to chromosomes 17 and 18. Now all major features are captured, with one exception, the single clone deletion at position 160 is not found in contrast to FLasso and SMAP. The second example is based on a PBCMC sample from another patient. This patient did not reveal any of the most common changes described above, but several others. While DNAcopy and SMAP did not find any aberrations in this sample because of too high noise in the data, MSMAD and FLaMAD, both taking advantage of smoothing, found several changes including deletions at chromosomes 1 and 2, 8q24.1-24.2, 10p and 22q13.1-13.2. FLasso with FDR = 0.1 detected a smaller number of aberrated regions compared to MSMAD and FLaMAD, but was able to identify the 8q24 and 22q13.1 deletions. The region 8q24 belongs to so-called recurrent imbalances in CLL (Pfeifer et al., 2007) .
All above mentioned changes were found also in the less noisy CD19 + sample of the same patient by both MSMAD and FLaMAD. In this CD19 + example, DNAcopy only identified the 22q13.1 deletion. SMAP under the HMM2 setting found only the deletion on 10p (data not shown here). Flasso performed on average, finding the 8q24 and 10p deleted regions. The deletion at 22q13 was missed in this sample, because the algorithm failed to smooth the data from chromosome 22. This problem was also observed for other samples of the Olomouc dataset and is associated with smaller chromosomes (20) (21) (22) . The results of the analysis of the PBCMC sample on the second chromosome are displayed in Figure 3 (right panels). Deletion of the regions 2p11.2-q11.2, 2q14-21.1 2q33.3-34 were succesfully detected only by MSMAD. Two of them, the 2p11.2-q11.2 and 2q14-21.1 were also reported in patients with CLL (Schwaenen et al., 2004) . Fused lasso smoothing tends to capture these two major deletions, however, its additional FDRbased selection procedure did not succeed in detecting any regions for a FDR < 0.3. For FDR = 0.3 only some local trends in the data are identified, not the three deleted regions. When we apply our MADbased breakpoint detection approach on the data pre-processed by fused lasso, correct identification of both major deletions is achieved.
These two examples also can serve to demonstrate the effect of the merging step (MergeLevels procedure) on the final overall results of MSMAD, DNAcopy and FLaMAD. For changes on chromosomes 17 and 18, the merging step did not affect the findings of both MSMAD and FLaMAD and rather helped in the reunion of the same level changes, while reducing some false positives. For DNAcopy, both major aberrations were merged into the normal state. We observed this phenomenon frequently for DNAcopy results. In order to study further, the influence of the MergeLevels procedure, we applied various α-values to both tests in the procedure. For DNAcopy results one should be careful with merging and consider larger α-values for the Ansari-Bradley test (0.1 instead of the default 0.05). This adaptation is not required for MSMAD (probably due to MSMAD's higher sensitivity compared with DNAcopy). On the contrary, the MergeLevels procedure with more strict parameter settings could have been applied in order to further improve MSMAD results in the sense of a reduction of the number of false positives.
Non-small lung cancer cell line data
As a last example, we discuss data due to Garnis et al. (2006) who compared genomes of 28 non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) cell models on submegabase resolution tiling (SMRT) arrays with more than 32 000 clones.
Lung cancer has the worst prognosis in terms of survival of any solid tumour. The most commonly reported regions of amplifications are 3q, 5p, 7q, 8q, 11q, 16p and 17q, while the most common deletion regions include 1p, 3p, 4p, 4q, 5q, 6q, 8p, 9p, 9q, 10p, 10q, 13q, 15q, 17p, 17q, 18q, 19p, Xp and Xq (Berrieman et al., 2004; Garnis et al., 2006) .
The raw data were downloaded from the NCBI GEO database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE2922).
We have selected the H1395 sample and show the results of array CGH analysis applying all methods considered in this article for four selected chromosomes (Figure 4 ). For these data, we have used the small value of α = 0.025 for both MSMAD and FLaMAD, necessary for high-tiling arrays. Decreasing α in arrays with a relatively small number of clones (e.g. BAC arrays) usually ends up in the omission of some important breakpoints. In high-tiling arrays larger α-values have the positive effect of noise reduction in the data. The black line in the plots for these two methods is based on the median log 2 ratios of the merged result with a very small significance level for AnsariBradley test (ans.sign = 1e − 05).
The plots demonstrate the ability of MSMAD to perform well on all important features of the data, including high-level amplifications consisting of only a few clones. Such an example is the high level amplification at 8q24 comprising the known oncogene cMYC. Both MSMAD and FLaMAD could capture this important change. FLasso on FDR = 0.1 identified that change rather on the level of some local trend. SMAP and DNAcopy failed to find this region.
MSMAD

CONCLUSION
Here in this article, we have introduced a new, fast and rather simple method for the detection of aberrated regions in array CGH data. The promising results obtained from the MSMAD algorithm for both simulated and real datasets are a direct consequence of the thoughtful combination of a median smoother for pre-processing and a segmentation procedure. In this way, we are able to detect changes, even in very noisy data, outperforming one of the most efficient segmentation methods to date: DNAcopy, as well as a recent technique specifically designed to deal with real distance and with overlapping clones, SMAP. Superior performance to the recent competitive smoothing-based method FLasso was shown as well. In summary, our method is able to detect breakpoints efficiently, ever when smoothers other than the median smoother is applied. The parameter specification in MSMAD is more intuitive and comprehensible than in many other algorithms, a feature which might be appreciated by users from outside the bioinformatics field. Moreover, with the two-step detection breakpoint approach, the choice of λ is not crucial and optimal results can be obtained for each λ ≥ 2. Yet another aspect of importance, our algorithm is suitable for very large datasets because of its computational efficiency and moderate memory demand: the average time required for processing a typical 3500 BAC clones experiment is 5.2 CPU sec on the Intel Pentium Dual Core 2 GHz processor without, and 7.3 CPU second with the MergeLevels procedure. The simplicity of the MSMAD algorithm which does not require expensive storage of large matrices, brings about its potential to analyse even large datasets of, say, more than 100 000 clones resulting from high resolution array CGH experiments, in reasonable time. An Rpackage is under development, the code of the algorithm is available at http://www.iba.muni.cz/∼budinska/msmad.html.
